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Abstract— Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is 

employed to develop and maintain relationship between 

producer and customer. In the business, customer satisfaction 

should be the focus of the company to increase service. The 

service agents have visit schedules to their customers and 

help their customers by giving suggestion on goods type to 

sell on their shops. The suggestion is an added value for this 

company to expand their customers. Every company should 

develop their customer relationship, that’s because Customer 

is a part of the company just as the company needs employee 

to be growing the company. Customer is not an external 

element of the interaction. It should be internal and important 

part of the company. This can be done if the company has 

unique, strong corporate identity based on corporate culture 

and company’s values.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

CRM research has experienced explosive growth over the 

past decade. CRM and the developing of customer equity are 

important for building brand equity. Scholars have stressed 

that customer portfolio management is vital to build closer 

relationships with customer. CRM is one strategic action. 

With the high development of service industry service 

Company must improve the service product constantly and 

provide more and more new service to satisfy customer’s 

demand. This requires high service innovation efficiency and 

the enhancement of service innovation capability. When most 

consumers and corporations think of innovation, sleek, user-

friendly product such as Apple's iPod come to mind. But 

leading companies, innovation consultants, and academic 

researchers are shifting their focus from products to services 

as the next hot area. Our CRM is to provide customer service 

to the online video watching customers by service agents. I 

have built the API’s to search and find customers. Provided 

authentication of service agents. Also, we give option to 

search by custom id by creating custom id. We provide 

feature to reset password and to update email address. We get 

analytics data and represent in graphs and charts which will 

give good overview for the company’s managers. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

I developed this software using firebase which is software as 

a service or backend as a service. I would recommend using 

firebase, it is a complete backup solution you can use in our 

applications. It is literally a real-time database we can see the 

things magically appear in the firebase. It provides 

authentication, cloud database, real time database, firebase 

admin SDK, ML kit, storage and cloud functions. It can do 

lot of other things like cloud messaging, app notifications. 

Firebase plays an upper hand for small scale apps which have 

100 to ten thousand users. The billing system is such that bill 

amount is directly proportional to the number of users of the 

application, so this help a lot of startups in funding. 

I am using nodejs in our backend application. Node 

is written in C++ program which has google chrome v8 

engine. In node, a single thread is used to handle multiple 

request. As soon as request is made a thread is allocated and 

database is queried. Sometimes it takes a lot of time to query 

it depends on the complexity of data and software we use. 

Firebase is much faster in getting the results as it doesn’t slow 

down because the data is more, it may slow because of more 

number of fields in it. If many requests come at once then one 

request is allocated a thread and it takes more time to 

complete then other request should wait. So, we need to add 

more and more hardware to handle multiple requests, in this 

kind of architecture we are not using the resources properly. 

Node applications are asynchronous by default they have a 

single thread which doesn’t wait until one request returns the 

data and executes other requests as well at the same time by 

putting old requests in event queue. Node is ideal for IO 

intensive apps and apps developed using node are highly 

scalable, Node apps shouldn’t be used for CPU intensive apps 

like image encoding, event manipulation service. 

III. NODE MODULE SYSTEM 

We can create different modules in our app and link together 

in one file. We will use require command to get the code to 

be executed. So, node can be used to execute multiple lines 

of code at the same time and if we want to use the modules 

outside of our program we need to explicitly export that 

library or function to get executed. In every application, there 

is one main module it is where most of us create our server 

and do call other modules inside the main module. For 

example, if you want to export a function or a URL we do it 

like this 

function foo(){ 

console.log(“hello there”); 

} 

 module.exports.foo =foo;  

URL= “http:localhost5000/profile.html”; 

module.exports.endpoint = URL; 

let me give a real life example consider a DVD 

player which has buttons like power on/off volume 

increase/decrease which acts like an object i,e public interface 

inside the device there are multiple other things like 

microprocessors , chips, CPU units, capacitors and circuit on 

mother board which are the implementation details we should 

not care about they change from object to another. So, we do 

not need to export everything in the code only the required 

modules should be exported and required in another page. 

A. Firebase  

Firebase is used for backend in android, iOS and web it 

doesn’t matter on which platform your app is used. Cloud 

function is a part of google cloud platform to write and deploy 

code in response to the google cloud services including 

firebase product which you might be using because cloud 

functions which run inside google server which kind of keeps 
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your logic centralized and secure inside google cloud 

platform. We don’t have to set up any servers scale them up 

or down according to users demand and do any maintenance 

on them. We must just write the code and deploy them some 

people call that as server less architecture because you don’t 

need about the server how the code inside the server is 

running. Your code is called in response to triggers called by 

firebase events. For example, writes to real-time database or 

cloud function, uploads to your real-time storage buckets, 

new accounts in firebase authentication, conversion in 

analytics events. 

 
Fig. 1: Architecture diagram for developing CRM 

application 

B. Implementing Project 

At first, we need to create an account in googles firebase 

console and we need to install node npm install node which 

gives an environment where we can create our local server. 

Next step is to Install firebase CLI by using command npm 

install firebase-tools -g which gives a command line interface 

to interact with the firebase console. Now we have all the 

necessary software required to write our cloud functions, we 

also need a code editor to start writing your code you can use 

any editor you want but I would like to use VScode which is 

popular and helpful for code assistance. Next thing is you 

need to put command firebase init to initialize the firebase 

then type the command firebase use -add and select the 

project you want to use and then use firebase deploy 

command, select JavaScript or typescript and press enter to 

install the files it asks to install. Then go to index.js file and 

write your cloud function and it can be used by posting the 

URL which is present in firebase functions or by calling it in 

front end of web app using ajax request. I created some of my 

API’s using this method they are used to search the customers 

profile information you can use to do other functionalities as 

well according to your requirement according to me using 

firebase and nodejs makes your work a lot easier. We do not 

need to know things work internally we will just need to know 

the basics of programming and JavaScript. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We can develop applications using any tech stack but if we 

do a little research on current technology and see what other 

companies are doing plus what suites for your application 

requirements we must decide the tech stack. I would 

recommend using nodejs and firebase database if you are 

using applications which need to scale up high. We do not 

need to add extra servers and manage that. So, we call 

firebase serverless architecture and is useful for many small-

scale industries. Developing your own API’s is a lot easier in 

firebase and we can deploy them in firebase. Next thing is 

CRM tool is very much important for any industry and should 

be developed by their own company according to their 

customer’s requirement. 
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